AN ETRUSCAN LATE-ORIENTALIZING AMPHORA
(Con le taw. I-VI f. t.)

A few years ago the collection of Etruscan vases of the Helbig Museum in
Copenhagen acquired an important new piece*
1 (taw. I - II). Height of the new
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= W.L. Br o w n , The Etruscan Lian, Oxford 1960.
= G. Co l o n n a , La ceramica etrusco-corinzia e la problematica storica dell’orientalizzante recente in Etruria, AC XIII, 1961, ρρ. 9-24.
= G. Co l o n n a , in Nuovi tesori dell’Antica Tuscia, Roma 1970.
= K. Fr iis Jo h a n s e n , Les vases sicyoniens, Paris-Copenhague 1923.
= A. Giu l ia n o , Un pittore a Vulci nella li metà del VII sec. a. C., Jdl
LXXVIII, 1963, pp. 183-199.
= A. Giu l ia n o , Il « Pittore delle Rondini », Prospettiva 3, 1975, pp. 4-8.
= J. Hin d , A Wild Goat Style Oenochoe in Christchurch, New Zealand, AA
1970, pp. 131-135.
= Ch r . Ka r d a r a , Rodiaki angeiografia, Athens 1963.
= Μ. Ma r t e l l i , La ceramica greco-orientale in Etruria, in Les céramiques de
la Grèce de l’Est et leur diffusion en Occident (Bibl. de l’Inst. Français de
Naples, II ser. vol. IV). Paris-Naples 1978, pp. 150-212.
= Μ. Ma r t e l l i , Prime considerazioni sulla statistica delle importazioni greche
in Etruria nel periodo arcaico, St. Etr. XLVII, 1979, pp. 37-52.
= H.G.G. Pa y n e , Necrocorinthia, Oxford 1931.
= A. Ru m pf , Die Wandmalereien in Veti, Potsdam 1917.
= J. Sie v e r in g - R. Ha c k l , Die Königliche Vasensammlung zu München I.
Band: Die älteren nicht-attischen Vasen, München 1912.
= W. Sc h ie r in g , Werkstätten orientalisierender Keramik auf Rhodos, Berlin
1957.
= W. Sc h ie r in g , Eine Amphora des Schwalbenmalers im Louvre, RA 1974,
I, PP· 3-14.
= J.G. Sz il Ag y i , Etruszko-korinthosi vâzafestészet, Budapest 1975 (in Hungarian).
= J.G. Sz il Ag y i , Considerazioni sulla ceramica etrusco-corinzia di Vulci, in
La civiltà arcaica di Vulci e la sua espansione, Firenze 1977, pp. 49-63.
= F. Ze v i , I nuovi vasi del Pittore della Sfinge Barbuta, in St. Etr. XXXVII,
1969, pp. 39-58.

1 Acquired in 1971; inv. nr. H 667. My sincere gratitude is due to Dr. Flemming Johansen,
Director of the Ny Carlsberg Glyptothek, for permitting me to examine the vase and furnishing
me with photographs.
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one-piece amphora 41,8 cm, width of lip 20,8, of foot 9,9 cm. Mended from many
pieces with only part of the lip missing. Brown lip including top edge, painted
within to 3 cm down. Brown double reeded handles, painted beneath. Brown
foot. On the neck, each side, 9 - 9 inverted rays. Below the body friezes, 21 rays.
On the shoulder, on both sides, two opposed walking male sphinxes; at the centre
and on the left side, bird. On A. the bird at the left with head turned back. On
the body animal frieze comprising a walking lion, two grazing stags, a grazing hind
and a walking panther facing them. Filling ornaments: dot- and disc-rosettes. Above
and beneath the frieze broad band; line separating shoulder scenes and frieze. No
added colours. The rosettes on both sides of shoulder scenes overlap the brown
surface beneath handles.
The painter of the vase is one of the most prominent personalities of lateorientalizing Etruscan vase-painting. Individuated the first time by Payne2, he
was named by J. L. Benson after one of the most characteristic and recurrent types
of his animal friezes the Bearded Sphinx Painter3. Important results in the
attribution of his works and the specification of his artistic personality and historical
role were later achieved by the research of W. L. Brown, G. Colonna, D. A. Amyx
and F. Zevi4. Though he is the best known Etruscan vase-painter of the period
(I know 97 works of his to date5), the Copenhagen amphora is in many respects
unique in his oeuvre: it throws new light on some of the most exciting problems
concerning his career and his place in contemporary Etruscan vase-painting.
As Payne has already pointed out, his style and motifs strongly attach him
to the Late Protocorinthian and Transitional vase-painting of Corinth6. His activity
was accordingly dated in the last quarter of the 7th century7. Benson, in the
knowledge of some more of his vases, has noted in general that some development
can be observed in his style: this, he said, reflected the changes in style of
Corinthian vase-painting8. Colonna was the first to locate his activity at Vulci;
be also discovered that the painter’s work continued into the beginning of the

2 NC, p. 206.
2 J. L. Be n s o n , Geschichte der korinthischen Vasen, 1953, ρ. 30.
4 Br o w n , ρρ. 53-54; Co l o n n a I, pp. 10-14; Co l o n n a II, pp. 34 fi.; D. A. Am y x , in Studi
in onore di L. Banti, 1965, pp. 2-3 and Id e m , St. Etr. XXXV, 1967, pp. 100-101; Ze v i , pp. 39-58.
5 Sz il â g y i , EKV, pp. 31-38, n° 1-24, 26, 28-82, 92-98; to be added: amphora, Zürich, private
coll.; oinochoai·. American market (see below, note 20); Swiss market; olpai·. New York, market
(Sotheby - Parke Bernet, Cat. 13 Dec. 1977, n° 106, pl. 10); two in Zürich, private coll.; Vulci,
Mus. Etr., scavi Herde, t. 78/5; Roma, Museo di Villa Giulia (sequestro 27-5-1974).
* NC, p. 206.
' Br o w n , Z.c .; Sz il â g y i , EKV, pp. 41-51: about 625-590. The dates proposed by L. Banti
(EAA VII, 1966, p. 233: «non è anteriore al 600 a.C. e può, anzi, essere più recente») and
Hampe (in: R. Ha m pe - H. Gr o pe n g ie s s e r , Au s d. Sammlung des Arch. Inst. d. Univ. Heidelberg, 1967, p. 34: « frühes 6. Jh. ») are only valid for his late period.
" Be n s o n , l.c.
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6th century ’. This view was at first received sceptically *10, but the study of the
material of the Cerveteri excavations and of the Campana collection made it clear
that there was a group of his works, late and well distinguishable from his vases
painted at Vulci, which decorated mainly vases of the « Anforoni Squamati » type,
and was found without exception in the centre of the Anforoni Squamati-workshop,
Cerveteri, or its wider territory. The most probable explanation for this was that,
in his late period, the master moved from Vulci to Caere11.
On the basis of a material increased nearly fifteenfold since the publication of
the Necrocorinthia, it has been possible to follow clearly the changes in the style,
drawing conventions and techniques of the painter from the miniature work of
the early period, strongly inspired by Corinthian models, to the coarse animal
friezes of his late years. Early and late periods are connected by an equally well
recognizable middle period, that of the disintegration of old forms, of an increasingly
forced and feverish search for a way out, a period of bewilderment and experiment
that eventually led to Caere. These three periods are clearly distinguishable on
the drawing of his favourite and ever present animal types, perhaps in the most
unmistakable way on his panther’s heads (tav. Ill c) - though, of course, they
are connected by many transitional features.
The type of the panther’s head on the Copenhagen amphora reveals at first
sight that it belongs to the Bearded Sphinx Painter’s middle period, i.e. the years
610 to 600. The same is suggested by the conspicuous tendency to elongate the
animal figures compared to previous pieces, as well as by the appearance of discrosettes among the dot-rosettes derived from Protocorinthian vase-painting. Still,
it is worth while to analyse single traits of the vase independently of the more
or less anticipated final conclusion in order to see whether or not they contradict
the above proposed placement within the painter’s work, and if not, to what extent
they enrich our image of his middle period.
Most of the animals on the vase are among the standard types of the painter’s
repertoire. The bearded sphinx, clearly of oriental origin, appears in Greek art
sporadically as early as the 8th century 12, but in Corinth it is represented only
from the Early Corinthian onwards13. In Etruria it appears much earlier, from
the beginning of the 7th century; this makes quite certain that it was not borrowed
from Corinth, but derived directly from Near Eastern sources, probably with
Phoenician intermediation 14. The drawing of the Bearded Sphinx Painter’s sphinxes,
’ Co l o n n a I, p. 11, n. 1 and p. 13.
10 Ze v i , p. 45, n. 9, implicitly disputing my verbal communication.
11 Sz il ä g y i , EKV, pp. 43 fi; Sz il ä g y i II, ρρ. 50-54.
12 Ε. Ku n z e , Kretische Bronzereliefs, 1931, p. 179 and n. 2; N. Μ. Ve r d e l t s , BCH LXXV,
1951, p. 17.
13 NC, p. 89; vö. A. Se e b e r g , Hamburger Beitr. zur Arch. 3, 1973, p. 112, n. 78.
” I. St r o m , Problems Concerning the Origin and Early Development of the Etruscan
Orientalizing Style, 1971, p. 208. Some of the well-known representations are on the silver cist
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whose « definitely un-Greek » character was pointed out by Payne 15, also follows
most closely Phoenician models. They are distinguished from East Greek sphinxes
in the first place by the fact that the latter always appear bar-headed16. In other
Greek workshops, including Attica or Corinth, the standing or walking sphinx
practically disappears at the end of the 7th century, to be replaced by the seated
figure rarely represented in East Greek workshops 17. The sphinxes of the Bearded
Sphinx Painter, then, have no particularly close affiliations to any Greek workshop.
From his earliest period to his latest years, he alternately paints them standing
(or walking) and sitting, and he is familiar with the pouncing type as well18. Their
other traits also show enormous variety on his vases: he paints them now with
one wing, now with both wings outspred, now without any 19, and once even with
a human hand besides wings (tav. Ill ö )20. The heraldic composition of two opposed
walking sphinxes, as on the Copenhagen amphora, though relatively rare, keeps
recurring in his oeuvre21, and thus it is easy to observe the elongation of the wings
and body as compared to the opposed sphinxes on an early olpe, or the relative
elasticity and vitality of the figures compared to those on a late amphora22. Their
nearest counterparts are, despite the different technique of drawing and the diversity
of the rendering of the wings, the sphinxes drawn largely in outline on an olpe
from Vulci, on two amphorae in the Villa Giulia Museum (tav. VI a - c), and an

from the Tomba Castellani in Praeneste (first quarter of 7th century; St r o m , i.m., pp. 154 ff.
and fig. 105; F. Ca n c ia n i , in Civiltà del Lazio primitivo, catal. 1976, p. 218, with bibl.) and
on the silver kotyle from the Tomba del Duce in Vetulonia (about 650; Ru m pf , p. 37; Br o w n ,
p. 28: « local Etruscan copying from Phoenician models »; on the dating St r o m , p. 180). Further
examples: St r o m , o . c ., p. 293, n. 881, etc. The type of the bearded sphinx was also wide-spread
in Etruscan pottery of the last quarter of the 7th century; e.g. Etrusco-Corinthian polychrome
aryballos, Se e b e r g , o . c ., pl. 18; bucchero vases: olpe, Stockholm MM 163:7; olla: Μ. Bo n a m ic i , I buccheri con figurazioni graffite, 1974. pp. 29-30, n° 28; kantharos, ibidem, pp. 39-40,
n” 46, etc.
15 NC, p. 207; for the Phoenician prototypes Br o w n , p. 29.
16 Fr . Jo h a n s e n , p. 130; Sc h ie r in g I, pp. 61-62; Ka r d a r a , pp. 153-154.
17 Fr . Jo h a n s e n , I. c. (but cf. ibidem, pl. 26,3: Middle Protocorinthian, very near to the
type of the Bearded Sphinx Painter); NC, p. 89 with n. 4; Ve r d e l is , o .c ., pp. 4 ff.; P. Am a n d r y ,
AAf LXXVII, 1962, pp. 65-66.
18 Co l o n n a I, pl. II, fig. 2.
19 Al b iz z a t i , Vasi Vat., pl. 5, n° 72; s h , n° 243 (tav. V a).
20 Beverly Hills, The Summa Galleries Inc., Catal. 4, Ancient Vases, 1978, n° 17. For
photographs of details not visible in the catalogue I owe special thanks to Miss Jane Cody. The
human hand of the sphinx holds the tail of the sphinx sitting before him, corresponding to
what L. Do n a t i pointed out in discussing the iconographie type (Studi per E. Fiumi, 1979, p. 60):
in Etruria the human arms of the sphinxes are usually represented in some functional gesture.
21 For Corinthian prototypes see E. Ku n z e , Archaische Schildbänder, Olympische Forschungen II, 1950, p. 58.
22 CVA, Paris, Bibl. Hat. 1, pl. 11,1 and Co l o n n a I, pl. II, 2.
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amphora fragment in Munich, all of which we shall have to return in other
contexts 23.
The birds on both sides of the shoulder are also stock motifs of the painter.
Payne has noticed that though they are Greek in type, they are not Corinthian,
and since Brown it has been commonly accepted that their models are the Nile
geese of the East Greek Wild Goat style24. Originally they must have been adjuncts
to the sphinxes and griffins 25, but later they appeared as a filling motif in other
contexts too, usually in a walking scheme, and occasionally also standing. With
the Bearded Sphinx Painter the rendering of their inner details, while obviously
of East Greek origin, consistently deviates from the scheme known from the Greek
workshops of Asia Minor: the reserved line indicating the mouth orifice and the
one separating the head from the neck are both omitted; the wing is tripartite
as on the East Greek vases, but the « hinge » is a simple half disc usually with
a crescent-shaped black strip, and sometimes with other decoration in it: a row
of dots or a line (on East Greek birds the corresponding part is triangle-shaped,
normally with a framing line around the inner black triangle and often with added
red painting); the wing feathers are divided from the « hinge » not by one band,
as on East Greek vases, but by two, one of which is usually reserved, with oblique little black lines in it; the wing feathers themselves — again at variance
with East Greek practice — are often divided in two by a vertical black line26.
This type of bird, which undoubtedly follows East Greek models, is not the only27,
but certainly the favourite and most characteristic bird figure of the painter. It
differs from its models not only in the early developed highly individual scheme
of the rendering of inner details, but also in appearing at times in other techniques
on his vases: incised on the brown painting28, or painted in the black-figure
technique29, always preserving, however, the above system of inner division. As
on East Greek vases, the figures are most frequently walking, but the standing
birds appearing in the centre of the shoulder frieze on both sides of the Copenhagen
amphora also have their East Greek counterparts, as does the bird on side A.,
preening with reverted head30.

23 Ze v i , pl. 25; Co l o n n a II, pls. A and 11, pl. 10, n’ 21; s h p. 45, fig. 59 (lost after the
Second World War). I am most grateful to P. Pelagatti and G. Colonna for providing photographs of the two Vulci amphorae and for the permission to publish them.
24 NC, p. 207; Br o w n , p. 54, n. 1.
25 Sc h ie r in g I, p. 65.
26 On the East Greek prototypes Sc h ie r in g I, p. 65; Ka r d a r a , pp. 146-148.
27 E.g. on the oinochoe mentioned in note 20 and on the smaller amphora mentioned in
note 23 (pl. 10, n° 21).
21 s h , pl. 8, n° 242; Ze v i , pl. 16,d and 17,d; CVA, Bibl. Nat. 1, pl. 19,5.
29 s h , p. 82, fig. 81; olpe, Cerveteri, Magazzino MA 558/3, etc.
30 Both motifs connected: Ka r d a r a , fig. 105. The bird with its head reverted on vases
of the Bearded Sphinx Painter: alabastron, s h , p. 82, fig. 81; oinochoe, Al b iz z a t i , Vasi Vat.,
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The lion and panther of the lower frieze require less comment. As for the
painter’s lions, Payne demonstrated that they are not of Corinthian character, though
he supposed a Greek model; Brown, however, in his monograph on Etruscan lions,
pointed out that they « must be a personal modification of the lions to be found
on Transitional work at Corinth » 31. The most interesting feature of the Copenhagen
lion is the mixed technique of the drawing: the details of the body are incised,
while the head and the semicircular arch that divides the neck from the body are
done in the reserved and outline techniques typical of East Greek vase-painting.
Apart from the above described birds and sphinxes, extremely few details are
represented in the outline technique on the surviving works of the painter: it
occurs only on an olpe and the larger Vulci amphora, on the former used for
panther’s heads, on the latter for the heads of all animal figures and, on some of
them, for other details (tav. VI a and c)32. The Vulci amphora is the only one with
parallels of the lion of the Copenhagen vase. The painted inner lines of the head
exactly correspond to the scheme of drawing seen on his incised lion’s heads, and
show the full-fledged form of the painter’s late lion’s heads, so essentially different
from his early ones (tav. Ill b).
The panther hardly appearing at aU in East Greek vase-painting, the painter
must have taken it from Corinth, where it becomes common on Late Protocorinthian
vases and begins to displace lions in the Early Corinthian period33. That the name
is not merely conventional, implying « a leonine animal with frontal head », as
Payne thought34, is proved by the inscription of a cup made by Neandros35.
The grazing deer of the Copenhagen vase, on the other hand, are quite
unparalleled. To be sure, the deer is not infrequent on the painter’s animal friezes
in any of his periods. Nor is it novel in light of the above that their figure
impresses us as clumsy, almost without muscles, compared to the light-moving,
supple deer of the early period, with their hind part conspicuously slender in
relation to the neck {lav. V a); an indication that the master is past the prime

pl. 8, n° 86; oinochoe, CVA, Bibl. Nat. 1, pl. 11, 5; olpe, Min g a z z in i , Coll. Castellani I,
1930, pl. 24, 3; olpe, Paris, Louvre E. 437 (Sz il ä g y i , EKV, pl. 12); olpe frg., Berkeley, Lowie
Mus. 8-5759 (cf. Amy x , Studi L. Banti, p. 2).
31 NC, p. 207; Br o w n , p. 54.
32 Am y x , Studi L. Banti, pl. 4, a-b (now in Malibu, J. Paul Getty Museum, loan Bareiss 146);
Co l o n n a II, pl. A and 11.
33 Fr . Jo h a n s e n , pp. 133-134; NC, p. 67.
34 NC, p. 70.
35 Fl . Jo h a n s e n , Reliefs en bronze d’Étrurie, 1971, p. 52; Be a z l e y , Para, p. 70. For the
zoological species of this kind of animals Fr . Jo h a n s e n , p. 134, n. 3 and Br o w n , pp. 170-176;
ibidem, pp. 174-175 for the problem that the spotting visible on some Etruscan representations
gives no real clue for the interpretation as they « are determined solely by decorative considerations ».
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of his life What strikes us most is the contrast between a Corinthianizing type
and composition on the one hand and a definitively East Greek character of drawing
on the other. Grazing deer (or goats, bulls, etc.) coursed by wild beasts or, as in
this instance, merely surrounded by them, are stock scenes of Corinthian orientalizing
animal friezes. In contrary, the contemporary friezes decorating East Greek vases
normally depict monotonous rows of grazing deer and especially wild goats, walking
always in the same direction, and these animals do not mix even with each other,
let alone with wild beasts35
37. The other well-known difference has to do with
*
the kinds of deer: the East Greek orientalizing production only knows the spotted
fallow deer, with its characteristic shovel antlers and white belly38. In the workshops of the Greek peninsula, after the early renderings following eastern models39,
it is the larger red deer with pointed antlers that is exclusively depicted; this was
the only type of deer acclimatized in Europe40. The fallow deer only reappears
from the middle of the 6th century, following East Greek models, in the vasepainting of the Greek peninsula41. In Etruria it occurs at much earlier dates42 and
may have been derived from oriental and East Greek models. It was used primarily
because of its colourful appearance and with a typical indifference for anatomical
exactness43. This also characterizes the Copenhagen stags of the Bearded Sphinx
Painter. They constitute, however, a rare exception compared to his usual stags
in that the outline drawing of the face and testicles, the reserved semicircular
arches dividing the neck from the body and the two hind thighs from each other,
and the reserved dotted stripe marking the belly all follow the usual and general
East Greek conventions for representing wild goats and fallow deer44. But while
on East Greek vases the white rendering of the belly is anatomically justified,
here we have it on an animal represented as a red deer in all other details, not
differing in the rest of its anatomy from the painter’s silhouette deer. The row
of dots on the reserved belly is wholly unparalleled in the painter’s deer figures,
nor can it be found on his large Vulci amphora, whose stags are almost exact

35 Compare one of his typical early stags (s h , pl. 8, n° 243) here tav. V with a typical one
from his middle period (tav. VI a) and a typical one from the late (Sz il â g y i , EKV, pl. 12). My
thanks are due to Dr. Klaus Vierneisel for photograph of tav. V a.
37 Fr . Jo h a n s e n , p. 138; Ku n z e , Kret. Bronzereliefs, pp. 154 fi.; Sc h ie r in g I, pp. 93-94
(with further references).
33 Ru m pf , p. 50 and, following him, F. Br e in , Der Hirsch in d. gr. Frühzeit, 1969, p. 231.
” Br e in , o . c ., p. 94 with n. 55, p. 125, etc.; J. Ca r t e r , BSA LXVII, 1972, p. 33.
” Br e in , o . c ., pp. 18-26 and especially p. 27.
41 Ru m pf , p. 50.
42 Opposing Ru m pf , pp. 50-51.
43 See some examples mentioned by Fl . Jo h a n s e n , o . c ., pp. 50-52, and, among the painted
vases, the olpe of the Bearded Sphinx Painter in Heidelberg (Ha m pe - Gr o pe n g ie s s e r , o . c .,
pl. 11). But see for the possibility of a purely decorative use of the spotting above, note 35.
44 Sc h ie r in g I, pp. 48-50; Ka r d a r a , pp. 143-145.
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equivalents of the Copenhagen ones in drawing technique, one of them even having
the reserved stripe on its belly. Once again, the deviation of some details from
the East Greek models is characteristic: the ears are not rendered in outline as
on the animals of the Wild Goat style, and the head is different not only in form
but in inner particulars as well: the simple circles for the eyes and the wave line
for the mouth are a transposition into the outline technique of details which were
incised on the painter’s black-figure deer. The same holds for the inner lines of
the reserved part of the legs both here and on the lions of the bigger Vulci
amphora45. This also indicates that the painter had established the drawing conventions for rendering his black-figure deer by the time he painted the deer on
the Copenhagen (and Vulci) amphora in imitation of East Greek techniques.
No less unique is the shape of the vase. In his early period the painter only
decorated olpai and oinochoai of a shape borrowed from Corinthian pottery; these
remained his favourite vase shapes, to be joined in Caere by the characteristic
amphora type of the anforoni squamati. So far we only had three amphorae by
him with a shape different from this type: the two specimens found in the Tomba
del Pittore della Sfinge Barbuta at Vulci, and the Munich fragment46. The shapes
of the two Vulci vases, differing between themselves, are of a completely different
type (tav. VI a - c); as far as it can be judged from the drawing of the fragment,
published in the catalogue, the Munich one stood nearest to the Copenhagen vase,
but it was a neck-amphora rather than a one-piece amphora. The shape of the
Copenhagen vase, as far as I know, is unparalleled not only among the painter’s
works, but in all Greek and Etrusco-Italic pottery, at least in the archaic age47.
Looking for possible models, we can rule out Corinthian pottery as there the belly
amphora appears at a much later time4S. The shape of the body has vague parallels
in contemporary Attic, Cycladic and East Greek pottery49, and we know of some
*5 E.g. NC, p. 207, fig. 93 (tav. IV b) and R. He s s , Au s einer privaten Antikensammlung,
1963, n° 51. The few isolated examples for a similar rendering of the mouth and the foot in the
East Greek vase-painting (Ka r d a r a , pl. 6,c and pl. 5,b) could hardly have served as models for
the Etruscan painter.
“ See above, note 23.
” This was kindly confirmed by such an outstanding specialist of Etrusco-Italic amphora
shapes as Dr. R. Dik.
” NC, p. 316; R. J. Ho ppe r , BSA XLIV, 1949, p. 243; R. Lu l l ie s , in Festschrift G. Kleiner,
1976, pp. 21-22. The samples earlier than Middle Corinthian are either too fragmentary (e.g.
Perachora II, 1962, pp. 126-127), or totally different in type (D. A. Am y x , in Corinth VII.2,
1975, p. 84, p. 131 and pl. 57).
” Attic: K. Kü b l e r , Altattische Malerei, 1950, p. 23 and fig. 14, p. 26 and fig. 16;
I. Sc h e ib l e r , Jdl LXXVI, 1961, p. 32, n. 91; F Br o m me r , ]b. d. Berliner Museen IV, 1962,
pp. 1 ff., fig. 1 and 4. Cycladic: Explor. Arch, de Délos, fase. XVII, 1935, pls. 27, 8 and 32,
34. East Greek: Samos V, 1968, pl. 115, n° 590; Samos VIA, 1973, pl. 113, n° 925; J. Ha y e s , in
Tocra I, 1966, p. 42 and pls. 28-30; H.-P. Is l e r , in Les céramiques de la Grèce de I'Est et
leur diffusion en Occident, 1978, p. 82.
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more or less distant Italic forerunners or analoguesM, but this combination of
body, mouth, foot and handles cannot be found on any of them.
The rays on the bottom of the body is widespread in the Greek and Italic
pottery of the age; the inverted rays of the neck follow an Italic tradition much
rather than a Greek51. They appear on the painter’s fragmentary amphora in
Munich and on the smaller Vulci amphora, as well as no the only extant amphora of
the contemporary Vulcian Swallow Painter, equally unparalleled in shape52.
The filling ornaments also have significance in establishing the relative
chronology of the vase; besides the Protocorinthian dot-rosettes used exclusively
on his early works we witness the appearance of disc-rosettes: a sign of the end
of the painter’s flaruit. They can be found on all his amphorae that are not of the
anforoni squamati type, and almost invariably appear on his alabastra, which are
Corinthian in type, but the few known specimens all belong to his middle and late
periods53. These disc-rosettes are not identical with the Corinthian indented rosettes,
which replace dot- and circle-rosettes in the Early Corinthian period and whose
clumsy imitations are especially frequent on the painter’s later vases. Regular
disc-shaped rosettes are extremely rare at Corinth, and among Greek workshops
they are only typical of the vases of the East Greek « mixed style » M, where they
imitate the Corinthian rosettes. Though this group must have been familiar in
Etruria (one of its most beautiful specimens was found at Cerveteri), its style is
remote from that of the Bearded Sphinx Painter; it is questionable, therefore,
whether he borrowed the disc-rosettes from East Greek vases or from Corinth,
where the former also originated from. In the latter case they may be independent
variants of the Early Corinthian rosette. Since it is in the Vulci workshops of
Etrusco-Corinthian vase-painting that similar types of incised rosettes are to gain
such great importance, let us note the forming of a certain regularity in the
placement of the disc-rosettes on the Copenhagen amphora: there is one above all
four sphinxes and under their bellies; behind the antlers (or ears, respectively) of
all three grazing deer, plus one under their bellies, and between their fore and hind

” E.g. Mo n t e l iu s , pls. 325, 3 and 344, 4; Ä. Ak e r s t r ö m , Oer geometrische Stil in Italien,
1943, pis. 9, 1 and 10, 5; Gig l io l i , AE, pl. 45,3 and first of all St. Etr. XX, 1948-49, pl. 13
(perhaps a little later; foot missing).
51 Sc h ie r in g II, p. 7, with n. 2; but see also some Greek parallels as Explor. Arch, de Delos,
fase. XVII, pl. 21, n" 15-16; Samos VI.1, pls. 9, n° 88, 64, n° 534, 65, n° 559, 67, n° 530
(on the shoulders of oinochoai as on many Etrusco-Geometrie vases, see e.g. CVA, Tarquinia 3,
passim).
52 Sc h ie r in g II, fig. 1-2.
53 Absent only from the Basle alabastron (Sz il ä g y i , EKV, p. 38, n° 96); the two Vatican
fragments from the Astarita Collection on which they are also absent are too small to allow any
definite conclusion.
54 For the mixed style see Ka r d a r a , pp. 199 if.; for its classification and chronology cf.
R. Μ. Co o k , Gnomon XXXVII, 1965, p. 505.
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legs respectively. Alien from Corinthian vase-painting, this regularity reoccurs on
both of the painter’s Vulci amphorae, and undoubtedly set a tradition for later
Etrusco-Corinthian workshops at Vulci.
Summing up the results obtained through analysing single features, we may
say that most of its decorative elements attach the Copenhagen amphora to the
painter’s early, artistically most significant period: at the same time all motifs
(except for the birds, which are repeated without alteration), show a disintegration,
loosening and degeneration of his early style. Witness the elongation of animals,
the stiffening of their contours, the transformation of the drawing conventions of
the early period, the appearance of the disc-rosettes and their disharmony with the
animal figures of the friezes: the unincised big patches look like black holes in the
surface of the vase. The Bearded Sphinx Painter never was an orthodox Corinthianizing artist, yet here the variety of models followed and techniques employed
is striking indeed. Note that the Corinthian black-figure technique with incised
details is used consistently only on the figures of the sphinxes and panther, while
on the other animals it is more or less mixed with East Greek outline technique.
The latter, however, does not become exclusive on any figure, but alternates with
incised details. Similarly inconsistent is the use of another technical feature: the
incised contour line of some details of the animals painted in silhouette (e.g. the
whole of the panther’s right foreleg but only the front of the left, and the deer’s
hind legs). The Vulci amphorae, closely related to the Copenhagen vase, similarly
reveal feverish technical experimenting with their polychromy which is completely
missing on the painter’s earlier vases and is totally absent from the Copenhagen
amphora, but not from the Munich fragment. It must have been a feeling of
confusion and loss of ground that induced the painter to experiment — besides a
possible reviving of certain local traditions — with the introduction of so far unused
East Greek features, such as the dotted belly of the stags done in outline. This
would also explain the restless search for new vase shapes in the middle period.
We have already seen that in his early period he exclusively used the Corinthian
olpe and oinochoe, perhaps because he worked in the workshop of a Corinthian
potter. It is striking how many new and, to date at least, unique shapes he employed in his middle period besides the old ones and the equally Corinthian
alabastron: the four differently shaped amphorae and an unparalleled type of bowl
(tav. IV a)55. The question almost imposes itself: could there have been a potter
who, in the painter’s period of crisis and experiment, was ready to invent or produce
so many new and singular vase shapes for him ? General considerations concerning

5S Paris, Louvre S. 4269; Sz il â g y i , EKV, p. 38, n° 92. I must express my gratitude to the
late P. Devambez and to F. Villard for the photograph and the permission to publish it. Dr. R.
Dik with his usual kindness reminded me of two amphorae in the Vulci Antiquarium, of « exactly
the same shape as the big Bearded Sphinx amphora » in Rome, both decorated with Phoenician
palmeties.
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ancient pottery industry suggest the much more probable conclusion that these
vases of the middle period were made by himself — maybe because of a break with
his former workshop producing vases of Corinthian shapes; in this case he was
potter and painter in one person, at least for a short time. That the enterprise
was a failure is evidenced by his late works painted on vases of the Anforoni
Squamati workshop at Caere, i.e. on amphorae of a type that had fully developed
well before his arrival.
Its chronological place clarified, the Copenhagen amphora provides new
starting-points for solving a hotly debated problem of Etruscan late-orientalizing
vase-painting: that of the relationship between the Bearded Sphinx Painter
and the Swallow Painter56. Since Giuliano first individualized the Swallow
Painter, the steadily increasing number of his konwn works has made possible
a consensus on some points. Nobody would deny that the two painters were
roughly contemporaries, that both worked at Vulci, and were diametrically
opposed representatives of the two main Greek traditions that influenced Etruscan late-orientalizing vase-painting: the Swallow Painter followed mainly East
Greek models, while the main source of inspiration of the Bearded Sphinx
Painter was Corinthian vase-painting. The three most controversial and closely
connected points have been: the homeland of the two painters and the development of their artistic language; their mutual chronological and artistic relationship, and the phases of the career of the Swallow Painter, i.e. the relative
chronology of his work.
The works of the Bearded Sphinx Painter were still regarded by Payne as
« clearly copied from Corinthian vases »57*
, though he himself mentioned their unGreek elements. Brown, who was able to examine a much larger amount of his
vases, said that « hardly anything in the drawings (sc. of the painter) is copied
in detail from the (Corinthian) model »5S. At the present stage of knowledge of
his works it seems that even this implies too strong a connexion with Corinthian
vase-painting. The painter had, from the very start, merged what he learnt from
Corinthian and East Greek vase-painting with elements traceable to local Etruscan
tradition; only his vase shapes followed strictly the Corinthian models in his early
period. The tentative explanation we have proposed above for this, viz. that he
started his career in the workshop of a potter who immigrated from Corinth, leaves
untouched the fact that we have no reason to regard him to have been a Greek
craftsman settled in Etruria rather than a native Etruscan artist59, among his nearly

56 The most important works on the Swallow Painter: Giu l ia n o I and II; Id e m , A.A.,
1967, pp. 7-11; Hin d ; Sc h ie r in g II. See recently R. Μ. Co o k , A.A., 1981, pp. 454-461.
57 NC, p. 206.
” Br o w n , p. 54.
” As it was stated by Ze v i , p. 41; in the same way G. Ba r t o l o n i , in Μ. Spr e n g e r -G.
Ba r t o l o n i, Die Etrusker, 1977, p. 9; Μ. Cr is t o f a n i , L'arte degli Etruschi, 1978, p. 58; G.
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100 known works there is not a single one that might conceivably have been
made by a vase-painter educated in any Greek centre.
The question of origin is much more difficult to settle in the case of the
Swallow Painter (in the artistic, not the biological sense of the word of course).
Giuliano, and almost everyone after him, thought him to be an immigrated Greek
painter. There are undoubtedly many more East Greek traits on his vases, down
to the smallest detail, than there are Corinthian on the Bearded Sphinx Painter’s
works in any period of his activity. Yet Giuliano, already in his first article,
pointed out the elements alien from East Greek vase-painting in the pictures of
the Swallow Painter, and these only increased with the discovery of further works
attributed to him. Those who stuck to the theory of his Greek descent had to
suppose that he was becoming Barbarian himself in an Etruscan environment60 or
that his home impressions were fading away 61, but even such an expert of East
Greek vase-painting as W. Schiering could not help emphasizing that many of his
animal figures show a « durchaus eigenständige Mischform » compared to their
Greek models62. It is hardly surprising that several scholars argued against his
having been Greek and considered him as a native Etruscan artist, possibly educated
in the workshop of an immigrated East Greek master63. The fact that, as far as
we know today, he never employed East Greek vase-shapes 64 and painted most
of his known works on vases of Corinthian type may be due to his dependence on
the local workshop he joined65. It would indeed be much more difficult to reconcile
a Greek formation with the fact that particular traits of his animal figures, apart
from a few exceptions, regularly deviate from any known East Greek drawing
convention 66. For instance, the beards of his grazing wild goats are painted dark,
they stand on tiptoe and their tails curl sometimes downwards and are left
in outline, not speaking of the Protocorinthian dot-rosettes that wholly supplant
East Greek filling ornaments on most of his friezes (tav. IV c - d). As a matter of
fact, none of his known vases shows exclusively East Greek features. At the same
Ric c io n i , in Italy Before the Romans (ed. by D. and F.R. Ridgway), 1979, p. 265, and Μ.
Fr e d e r ik s e n , ibidem, pp. 289-290.
“ Giu l ia n o II, pp. 6-8.
61 Hin d , p. 131: «a fading memory».
“ Sc h ie r in g II, p. 13.
63 For the first time Bianchi Bandinelli, in R. Bia n c h i Ba n d in e l l i - A. Giu l ia n o , Etruschi
e Italici prima del dominio di Roma, 1973, p. 151, and, independently, with more detailed
argumentation A. Be r t in o , Rend. Pont. Acc. XLI, 1969, pp. 48-52. Cf. I. Kr a u s k o pf , Der
thehanische Sagenkreis und andere griechische Sagen in der etruskischen Kunst, 1974, p. 24.
64 Hin d , p. 132, has rightly seen that even the shape of his Vulci cup « is closer to the
cups of Etruscan bucchero than to the Vroulia cups cited by Giuliano ». Cf. also Ric c io n i ,
o.c., p. 267.
05 Sc h ie r in g II, p. 14. This would forego, at any rate, the hypothesis (Giu l ia n o I, p. 196
and II, p. 4) that he was a « capo officina ».
“ For the following Hin d , pp. 132-133 is fundamental.
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time his works do display a number of motifs that would be impossible without an
immediate knowledge of East Greek vase-painting: details of the design of sphinxes,
grazing wild goats, and birds; certain filling motifs and decorative patterns, etc.
Giuliano accounted for this contradiction by thinking that the painter gradually
abandoned in Etruria the style he had brought with himself. To support his
argument he attempted a reconstruction of his career based on eight known
pieces67. However, such reconstruction, and the painter’s Greek education it is
intended to attest, would only be convincing if his career were really characterized
by a gradual abandoning of East Greek elements. Yet the shape of the Christchurch
oinochoe {tav. IV d), held to be the earliest by Giuliano, is markedly Corinthian
in type, with the animal figures displaying the above mentioned un-Greek details
and the filling ornaments consisting solely of dot-rosettes. His only vase where the
wild goats do not walk on tiptoe, their beards are left consequently in outline and the
tails are curling upwards is the amphora in the Louvre; but most of its animals and
ornaments deviate from East Greek models68, and the shape might conceivably
be a legacy from earlier Etruscan pottery, in the same way as the inverted rays
decorating the neck (which appear on the Copenhagen vase too). In want of
objective criteria, then, it seems that in the present state of our knowledge a relative
chronology of the painter’s works cannot be established without reservation: the
material is sparse and archaeologically attested contexts which would serve as a
basis for chronology are missing. But an overall look at his known works — and
this seems the only realistic approach at the moment — certainly does not corroborate
the hypothesis that he was a Greek immigrant; as it is, one would sooner think
— as Bertino did — that he was the indigenous pupil of an immigrant East Greek
master. What is certain is that the East Greek elements of his works chiefly follow models typical of the later period of the Middle Wild Goat style, i.e. the
last two decades of the 7th century69.
The chronological and artistic relationship between these two simultaneously
flourishing outstanding figures of Vulcian late-orientalizing vase-painting has always
been an exciting question. Giuliano, and several others following him, thought that
the Swallow Painter began his Vulci activity earlier than the Bearded Sphinx
Painter, around 630' and that the latter owed to him the East Greek elements
of his friezes. As for the relative chronology and mutual relationship of the two
painters, a theory opposing Giuliano’s has also been propounded, viz. that the
beginning of the activity of the Swallow Painter in Etruria cannot have been
earlier than the formation of Etrusco-Corinthian vase-painting70*, that is, the earliest
67 Giu l ia n o II. [To be added: oinochoe, from Vulci, scavi 1981; olpe, London market
(A. Giu l ia n o , Xenia 3, 1982, p. 12, fig. 13)].
“ Cf. the detailed analysis in Sc h ie r in g II.
“ Hin d , p. 131; Sc h ie r in g II, p. 13. For the absolute chronology cf. Co o k , o . c . (above note
54), p 506 and Id e m , Greek Painted Pottery, 19722, pp. 118-121.
™ Hin d , p. 134, in agreement: Sc h ie r in g II, p. 14.
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vases decorated recognizably by the Bearded Sphinx Painter. This theory cannot
be proved with arguments based on recorded provenances any more than the other71,
but it has a certain probability as the career of the Bearded Sphinx Painter, due to
the significant number of his known works, can be fairly well reconstructed, and
his early friezes turn out to follow earlier Greek models than any of the pictures
of the Swallow Painter. This is, needless to say, not a conclusive argument because
we have to allow for more or less delay in the following of Greek models on the
part of the Etruscan masters. One thing, however, is certain on the basis of the
Copenhagen amphora: the Bearded Sphinx Painter did not borrow his East Greek
elements from the Swallow Painter —■ on the contrary, these seem to testify that
he did not know, or that he consciously ignored, the works of his contemporary
at Vulci. A comparison of their animal figures painted after East Greek models is
especially revealing as it shows the diverging directions of their deviation from
the Greek conventions. Some of these are exactly preserved or followed by the
Swallow Painter but not by the Bearded Sphinx Painter. Such is the rendering
of the bird’s wings, and of the ears left in outline of the grazing wild goats, as
well as their heads, such is the drawing of the sphinxes, and the filling ornaments
of some friezes by the Swallow Painter. In other cases the opposite is true: it
is the Bearded Sphinx Painter who, despite the fundamental difference of his figures,
follows East Greek conventions more exactly, including details. Thus his grazing
animals never stand on tiptoe, and he is acquainted with the linear rendering of
the inner details of legs drawn in outline, rarely found in Greek vase-painting72.
The most conspicuous is that his stags have on their reserved belly a row of dots
on the Copenhagen amphora. This decoration, frequent on the bellies of fallow
deer and wild goats in Eastern Greece, never occur with the Swallow Painter.
It seems, then, that the Vulcian activities of the two pioneers of Etruscan
late-orientalizing vase-painting were independent of one another. The same can
be derived from a comparison of their vase shapes: they both used the Corinthian
type olpe and oinochoe in the same time, yet their extant vases show the hands
of different potters. It suffices to compare the Bearded Sphinx Painter’s two vases
from his Vulci period (the oinochoe in the Bibliothèque Nationale and one of the
Munich olpai73 (tav. N a-b)) with vases of corresponding shape decorated by the
Swallow Painter (tav. IV c-d). This also means that neither painter’s work can
serve as a basis for drawing direct conclusions concerning the other’s career. The
Copenhagen vase, with the exact imitation of an East Greek trait not documented

n None of the Swallow Painter’s published pieces has a recorded provenance. As for the
Bearded Sphinx Painter, the known contexts do not make possible a more precise dating as
was given above.
12 See note 45.
73 CVA 1, pl. 11, 5-6; SH, n° 243.
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on his earlier drawings, and generally with the major role of the outline technique,
can be interpreted in the context of the Bearded Sphinx Painter’s inner development. It is one of the characteristic experiments of his middle period aimed at
transforming his predominantly Corinthianizing early style by way of a strongerthan-ever East Greek orientation, possibly stimulated by imported vases.
While agreeing with the view also maintained by Giuliano, that in the third
quarter of the 7th century East Greeks and Corinthians competed as equals for
conquering the Etruscan market74, it should be pointed out that the manners in
which Etruscan late-orientalizing pottery was influenced by these two Greek centres
look radically different. The Swallow Painter seems to have been an individualist
with no pupils or successors; the Bearded Sphinx Painter, on the other hand, heads
a school with a bright future at Vulci75, even if we cannot say exactly how much
his personal credit is in establishing this school. The dominant style in Etruscan
late-orientalizing vase-painting became Corinthianizing, with East Greek (and other)
elements merely colouring but not obscuring its basically Corinthian features. We
do not know the exact reasons for this choice: maybe the decorative and gaily
ornamental character of imported East Greek objects was — despite the commonly
held opinion about Etruscan art — still much too superficial for them in this period
to be really grasped by. In any case, the activity of immigrant masters and the
quantity of imported vases is a mere effect, rather than the cause, of this choice.
Recent scholarship on the Greek imports to Etruria during the period does
not seem to support this76. It is therefore worth while to examine this problem,
concentrating on pottery in the first place. Colonna, in an important study published
twenty years ago, came to the conclusion that around 600 « Corinthian cultural
influence in Etruria . . . went through a crisis » of which it only emerged in the
second quarter of the 6th century77. He connected this to the fact that in the
last quarter of the 7th century Etruria — besides receiving other fresh Greek
influences — was flooded by a new wave of oriental and East Greek imports and,
consequently, mounting cultural influences. He stressed that pottery played a minor

'* Giu l ia n o II, p. 4. This is supported by ancient tradition on Damaratos’ settling at
Tarquinii and on the « discovery » of Etruria by the Phocaeans (though see note 90 below on
the latter).
7S Giu l ia n o I, p. 197. Here both he and others (cf. Br o w n , p. 55) think of the workshop
of the Rosoni Cycle, but in reality the Cycle of the Olpai stands much closer to the Bearded
Sphinx Painter, and there is a whole generation of vase-painters between the two Vulcian workshops and the pioneer of Etrusco-Corinthian vase-painting (Sz il ä g y i II, pp. 54-57).
75 For Corinthian imports in Etruria the basic work is still A. Bl a k e w a y 's study (]RS XXV,
1935, pp. 129 ff.). A detailed survey of the subject has not yet appeared. For the links between
Etruria and Eastern Greece (and other Greek centres) in the 7th-6th cenuries: Bl a k e w a y , BSA
XXXIII, 1932-33, pp. 170 ff.; Giu l ia n o I, pp. 195-197 and nn. 11-12 (with the earlier literature).
A recent survey: Μ. Ck is t o f a n i , L’arte degli Etruschi, pp. 51-117 (with further references).
77 Co l o n n a I, pp. 15-17 and 19-21.
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role among these influences. Lately Marina Martelli examined the question from
a different aspect: she concentrated on economic and commercial relations, attempting in her fundamental paper to give, for the first time, a general survey
of East Greek imported vases based on the exhaustive catalogue of accessible
specimens found in Etruria78. On evaluating the material collected79, she found
her results to be in harmony with Colonna’s conception. Colonna’s statistics cover
only Corinthian imported vases; Martelli’s include East Greek vases, as well as
a comparison of imports from these two Greek centres. This led her to conclude
not only that Corinthian imports to Etruria were severely reduced in the first
quarter of the 6th century, but also that in the period of our concern, viz. between
625 and 550, pottery imported from East Greek workshops to Etruria significantly
outnumbers Corinthian imports. In figures this means that of the Corinthian
vases produced during these theree-quarters of a century, 120 were found in
Etruria, while of those produced in Eastern Greece, 499.
Unfortunately, the statistics on the numerical proportion of pottery imported
from the two Greek centres are problematic from more than one point of view.
One, stressed by Martelli herself, is that the figures for East Greek imports are
based on her comprehensive, meticulous and up-to-date research, while in assessing
the number of vases imported from Corinth both she and Colonna relied simply
on Payne’s catalogue 80. This later, however, « a small selection of vases », as its
author stressed, was never intended « to give an idea of the whole range of
Corinthian industry and of the quantity of vases which it produced »81. It becomes
even less suitable for drawing such conclusions if we consider the research done
since its publication. Two points illustrate this with respect to Etruscan importation
of Corinthian pottery. In the publication of Mengarelli’s Cerveteri excavations,
covering about one-third of the discovered material, there are 126 Corinthian
vases not mentioned by Payne82 ; the cataloques of two private exacavations in
the Osteria necropolis at Vulci between 1961 and 1963 mention 60 such items83.
That is, the excavations of two Etruscan centres — note that we could consider
'· Ma r t e l l i I. More material from the new excavations of Gravisca (Μ. To r e l l i -F. BoiTANi Vis e n t in i - Μ. Sl a s k a ) and some further pieces from the Tarquinia museum (E. Pie r r o ),
ibidem, pp. 213-238.
” Ma r t e l l i II.
80 The difference in the number of vases considered results from Colonna’s considering only
pieces with exactly attested provenance. Different figures, but conclusions essentially identical
with Colonna’s and Martelli’s in the question here discussed, are given by Cristofani’s statistics
(o.c., p. 57, fig. 3), whose sources, however, are not indicated in the text.
” NC, p. 264.
82 He only considered pieces published by Me n g a r e l l i in St. Etr. 1, 1927, pls. 27-28;
these and the evidently Protocorinthian vases are of course not included in the above amount.
83 Vulci, zona dell’« Osteria », scavi della « Herde » I, 1964; Materiali di antichità varia II,
Scavi di Vulci. Materiale concesso alla Società Hercle, 1964; Materiali di antichità varia III,
Scavi di Vulci. Materiale concesso al Signor F. P. Bongiovi, 1964.
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only one third of the material of the first one, and the second one is scientifically
of peripheric importance with the publication being again far from complete
— produced far more Corinthian vases than the number Colonna and Martelli
based their conclusions on.
No less unrealistic will these statistics be if, in order to examine the changes
in intensity of Corinthian influence on Etruria or of its trade with Corinth, we
compare the quantity of Corinthian vases found in Etruria with the total amount of
Corinthian production 84. This would be a methodically impeccable procedure but
the excavations of the last decades have shown that there is no ground to suppose
that the Corinthian vases in Payne’s catalogue plus the ones in Hopper’s Addenda
and the Perachora publication, which Martelli includes in her statistics, would
come anywhere near being as complete a representation of the period’s Corinthian
production85 as has been given of their import to Etruria by the results of
excavations conducted in Italy up to the present.
If the relative proportion of pottery imported from Eastern Greece and
Corinth respectively is used to measure the intensity of commercial and economic
contacts with Etruria, we must be further cautioned concerning Martelli’s statistics
by the fact, stressed again by herself, that in the first half of the period a considerable
part of the East Greek vases were possibly shipped by Corinthian merchants, too 86;
on the other hand the « Ionian cups » simply decorated with reserved bands,
amounting to over a half of all East Greek vases found in Etruria87, still want
thorough investigation to decide how many of them are imitations made in other
Greek centres or in local workshops88. Caution is also needed when handling
parallels from other areas of the Western Mediterranean: their relevance for
Etruscan problems may vary from case to case. Thus if we want to support results
gained in Etruria with statistics of the Marseille material89*, we must bear in

84 Co l o n n a I, pp. 18-19; Ma r t e l l i II, pp. 40-41.
85 Let us just refer from Corinth itself to the rich hoard of material found in 1962 in a
well at Anaploga (D. A. Am y x -P. La w r e n c e , in Corinth, VII, Part II, 1975, pp. 61 fi.); of
other Mediterranean sites the new excavations at Tocra, in Libya (J. Bo a r d ma n -J. Ha y e s ,
Excavations at Tocra 1963-1965, I, 1966, pp. 21-40 and II, 1973, pp. 7-15), or the graves of
the Tarentum necropolis unearthed after the publication of the NC (F. G. Lo Po r t o , Ann. Sc.
At., XXXVII-XXXVIII, 1959-60, pp. 57 fi., passim) may serve as examples.
“ Ma r t e l l i II, p. 47; A. Ma n o , lliria 7-8 (1977-78) p. 82; see, however, T. J. Du n b a b in ,
The Western Greeks, Oxford 1948, pp. 229-241.
87 Ma r t e l l i II, p. 42, n. 9, puts their number at about 350.
88 Cf. Giu l ia n o I, p. 192, n. 5; Ma r t e l l i I, p. 165; Bo it a n i Vis e n t in i , o.c., p. 220;
B. B. Sh e f t o n , Oie « rhodischen » Bronzekannen, 1979, p. 52. See Cook, Greek Painted Pottery,
p. 140: « there is a misleading practice of claiming all for East Greek ». For problems of absolute
chronology of the single types see now Is l e r , o . c., pp. 77-81 and 302-303.
" Ma r t e l l i II, pp. 45-46.
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mind that the Etruscan territory, at least as far as pottery finds are concerned,
fell totally outside the Phocaeans’ commercial sphere of interest90.
It is a well-known fact that the contacts of some Greek merchants with
some external centres played a decisive role in Greek pottery trade. Therefore
global statistics need not be of general relevance even within Etruria itself91.
We obtain more realistic results if we examine separately the composition of
Greek pottery imports of the largest Etruscan centres, for instance Vulci, the most
important one for the present study. The published material of the two Osteria
excavations mentioned above included, besides the 60 Corinthian vases, 58 pots
identified as East Greek92. This material is too small and insignificant for generalizations, but it seems that a wider application of such statistics would provide
more subtle, and at the same time more realistic answers to the question of the
role in Etruria of Corinthian and East Greek ceramics. In light of these considerations we may well have to revise the picture presented by Martelli’s statistics on
the total volume of Greek pottery import: Corinth and Eastern Greece will have
been represented at least equally in it during the period in question.
Quite obviously, the commercial relations of Etruria with Greek cities were
not limited to pottery trade, the subjects of our remarks so far. Colonna lists
many kinds of luxury objects imported from Eastern Greece, to prove that the
main cause of the recession in Corinthianizing around 600 was the stimulus provided by the influx of art objects from Asia Minor and the Near East93. New
finds and researches show this importation to have been even bigger than previously thought, and in any case the increasing influence of East Greek and
oriental art in the period is a fact irrespective of how many finds there are to
support it.
But it is also a fact that the supposition of a temporary slump in Corinthian
influences around 600 is hardly supported by the contemporary production of
Etruscan art. Etrusco-Corinthian vase-painting shows no trace of such a break;
the fact that in the first half of the 6th century Etruscan vase-painters follow

50 Μ. Pa l l o t t in o , AC I, 1949, pp. 79-80; Μ. To r e l l i, La Parola del Passato XXXII, 1977,
p. 408 and in Les céramiques, etc., above note 78, p. 215. This does not contradict He r o d . I. 163.
It is a further question how far the conclusions drawn from pottery imports may be generalized
(cf. e.g. B. B. Sh e f t o n , o .c ., p. 24, or J.-P. Mo r e l , BCH XCIX, 1975, pp. 862-864, though
these are at the moment but suppositions formulated with due caution).
” This explains the limited value of conclusions inferred from the material of a bothros
of the sanctuary of Aphrodite in Gravisca (Ma r t e l l i II, p. 45). Actually, if we put aside lamps,
Corinthian and East Greek pottery are represented about equally here in the pre-mid-6th-century
material.
92 The correctness of the attributions can be verified only to a very limited extent from
the text and the figures.
93 Co l o n n a I, p. 21; Ze v i , pp. 47-48. Cf. also the literature referred to above in note 76.
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their Corinthian models less faithfully than before94 is much rather due to the
establishment of local workshop traditions. That there had never been an orthodox
Corinthianizing is shown clearly enough by the Bearded Sphinx Painter’s early
works. Some recent finds of impressively rich tombs indicate that, in Vulci at
least, the quantity of imported Corinthian vases did not decrease in the Middle
Corinthian period. Nor do these finds substantiate the claim that local imitations
replaced imported Corinthian vases: in the Tomba della Panatenaica or in the
Tomba del Pittore della Sfinge Barbuta we find equally well represented the
imported, largely Middle Corinthian pottery and the vases of Etrusco-Corinthian
workshops, whereas the imported East Greek pottery found in the two graves
is much smaller in number and significance95.
All this shall direct our attention to an important problem of importation
statistics. If the importation of artistically significant pottery, as a problem of
art history, is separated from the economic and commercial significance of this
import as a whole, the scale turns entirely in Corinth’s favour. The Corinthian
vases in the above-mentioned statistics are all painted, many of them with figural
decoration96, while the East Greek vases found in Etruria include only eight
figured examples from the period97. This proportion is not only due to the fact
that Payne’s catalogue, on which the statistics are based, includes only painted
pottery and especially the vases with figure decoration, but obviously also to the
(at least partly) divergent character of imports from the two sources. It seems
that the proportion of Corinthian to East Greek influence as reflected on painted
vases, namely the fact that the dominant style of figural vase-painting of the period
in Etruria was Etrusco-Corinthian, perfectly correspond to the proportions of
imported figural vases: the Etruscans, just like later on, imported primarily that
kind of painted pottery which stood nearest to them artistically.
When examining the influence of Corinthian and East Greek art in Etruscan
late- and sub-orientalizing art in general, it has to be borne in mind that we
have even fewer systematically collected data on the Etruscan imporation of other

94 Differently Br o w n , p. 56, but Colonna’s study (St. Etr. XXIX, 1961, pp. 50-62) published
shortly afterwards proves neither this, nor the Rosoni Painter’s having been an immigrant from
Corinth.
95 Tomba della Panatenaica: G. Ric c io n i -M. T. Fa l c o n i Am o k e l l i , La T.d.P, di Vulci,
Quaderni di Villa Giulia 3, 1968; Tomba del Pittore della Sfinge Barbuta: Co l o n n a II, pp. 34-41.
96 This fact was rightly stressed by Br o w n , p. 46. Cr. G. Va l l e t , Rhegion et Zancle 1958,
p. 157 and p. 158, n. 1. - It is noteworthy in this respect, too, that in the selected list of
Corinthian column-kraters with figural decoration (T. Ba k ir , Der Kolonettenkrater in Korinth u.
Attika zwischen 625 u. 550 v. Chr., 1974, pp. 10-20), of the 54 pieces with recorded provenance
29 were found in Etruria — as were certainly many of the pieces from the market, whose provenance is unknown.
97 A. Giu l ia n o , BA, 1975, pp. 165-167; Ma r t e l l i I, pp. 157-162; Bo it a n i Vis e n t in i , o .c .
(above note 78), pp. 216-217 and pl. 90, fig. 1, 1-2.
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kinds of Corinthian art objects than on pottery; nor do we have a comprehensive
survey on the scope of Corinthian influences besides vase-painting on the Etruscan
art of the period98. These are no less important tasks for future research than to
assess realistically the quantity of imported Corinthian pottery and to examine how
the role of the particular Etruscan centres changed from age to age in adopting
the various Greek influences, in order to see clearly what was local and idiosyncratic of the particular centres and what was general and characteristic of the whole
of Etruria.
Jä n o s Gy ö r g y Sz il ä g y i

’· Some references, without aiming at completeness: P. J. Riis, Pyrrhenika, 1941, pp. 185,
200; Br o w n , pp. 46-52; Co l o n n a I, pp. 16 and 22; A. Hus, Recherches sur la statuaire en pierre
étrusque archaïque, 1961, p. 335; Μ. Cr is t o f a n i , St. Etr. XXXIX, 1971, p. 83; Fl . Jo h a n s e n ,
o. c., p. 122; Μ. Ma r t e l l i , St. Etr. XLI, 1973, pp. 110-113; Ea d e m , RA, 1979, p. 85; T. B.
Ra s m u s s e n , Bucchero Pottery of Southern Etruria, 1979, p. 157; etc.
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Etrusco-Corinthian amphora. Copenhagen, Ny Carlsberg Glyptothek
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Etrusco-Corinthian amphora. Copenhagen, Ny Carlsberg Glyptothek
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Etrusco-Corinthian oinochoe, detail. Once American market

Lion’s heads of the Bearded Sphinx Painter (left: early, right: late period).
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Panther’s heads of the Bearded Sphinx Painter (left: early; middle: middle; right: late period).
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Etrusco-Corinthian bowl. Paris, Louvre

Etrusco-Corinthian olpe. Boston, Museum of Fine
Arts. Courtesy, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

c

Olpe of the Swallow Painter. Antikensammlung,
Bochum, Ruhr - Universität (from N. Kunisch,
Antiken der Sammlung J.C. und Μ.. Funcke,
Bochum 1972, p. 51).

Oinochoe of the Swallow Painter. University of
Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand (from Arch.
Anz. 1970, p. 133, Fig. 1).
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Amphorae of the Bearded Sphinx Painter from Vulci. Rome, Villa Giulia.

